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Elizabethan England, c1568-1603
Core Knowledge & Quiz Booklet

Topics: 1 hour exam to complete 4 compulsory questions. 
 Elizabeth’s court and Parliament. 
 Life in Elizabethan times. 
 Troubles at home and abroad. 
 The historic environment of 

Elizabethan England. 

1. How convincing is interpretation A about…? (8)
2. Explain what was important about… (8)
3. Write an account of… (8) 
4. Historic environment essay (16 + 4 SPAG) 
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Teacher: __________________________________________
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Part One: Elizabeth’s Court and Parliament

1. Elizabeth’s family and background. 

 Elizabeth was born in 1533. Her parents were Henry VIII and his second wife Anne Boleyn. 
 Henry VIII was disappointed when Elizabeth was born because he wanted a son to continue the 

Tudor line. 
 Anne Boleyn was accused of committing adultery (cheating on Henry VIII) and was executed for 

treason in 1536 when Elizabeth was 2 years old. 
 Elizabeth was well looked after and well educated in preparation for life in the royal court. 
 Henry VIII died in 1547. Elizabeth’s brother Edward became king and Elizabeth went to live with 

Henry’s 6th wife Katherine Parr. Edward was suspicious that Elizabeth was disloyal to him. 
 Edward VI died in 1553. Elizabeth’s sister Mary I became queen. Mary was suspicious that Elizabeth 

would lead a rebellion against her and locked Elizabeth in the Tower of London. 
 Mary I died in 1558. Elizabeth became queen at the age of 25 and was surrounded by powerful 

men, many who served under Henry VIII. 

In the images above you can see Elizabeth’s parents Henry VIII and Anne Boleyn, Elizabeth’s brother 
Edward VI and Elizabeth’s sister Mary I (also known as ‘Bloody Mary’)

2. Life in Elizabeth’s Court

 Elizabeth was given advice by her royal court and her government. 
 The royal court was made up of around 1000 people including powerful nobles, government 

officials, ladies-in-waiting, servants and advisors. It was the centre of political power but also set 
trends in fashion for the country. 

 The Privy Council was Elizabeth’s most trusted group of advisors and was made up of 12 men who 
were close to the Queen. Along with Elizabeth, this group made up the government. 

 Power in England was split between four key groups of people:
 Parliament: this group controlled taxes and made laws. The queen decided when to call 

parliament and could prorogue (close) parliament if she wanted to. 
 The Privy Council: responsible for the day to day running of Britain and advised on war, 

religion, foreign policy, and security. The council was led by a Secretary of State. 
 Lord Lieutenants: appointed by Elizabeth to control an area of the country, settle disputes, 

and collect tax. They helped the queen gather an army. Many were on the Privy Council. 
 Justice of the Peace (JP’s): each county had several JP’s who enforced the laws. One JP 

could put someone in prison. More than one JP could decide to give the death penalty.  
 Elizabeth used a system of patronage to keep people loyal. She would appoint people to positions 

of power in return for their loyalty and could take that power away if they offended her. 
a

 Using the text on the previous page - answer these quiz questions on Elizabeth’s 
family and background, and court life to check your understanding of this section. 

 Do this from memory first, and then look back to fill in the gaps. You may prefer to 
fill in any gaps using a red pen to show the areas you were less confident on. 
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Elizabeth’s family and background:

1. Who were Elizabeth’s parents? 

2. What was Elizabeth’s life like after her mother’s execution?

3. Who became King of England after Elizabeth’s father died in 1547?

4. What happened to Elizabeth when her sister Mary I became queen in 1553? 

5. In what year did Mary die, and Elizabeth became queen at the age of 25? 

Life in Elizabeth’s Court: 

6. Who was in the Royal Court? 

7. What was the Privy Council?

8. What were Parliament responsible for? 

9. What were Lord Lieutenant’s responsible for? 

10. What job were Justices of the Peace given? 

3. Key ministers in Elizabeth’s court
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 Many men served on the council in parliament or as Lord Lieutenants – these men had close 
relationships with the queen. These men include: 

Sir William Cecil (1520-98) Sir Francis Walsingham (1532-90)
 Secretary of State (twice!) and privy 

councillor. 
 Elizabeth’s most trusted advisor. 
 Encouraged Elizabeth to take control of 

Catholic Ireland and fight Catholics 
abroad. 

 Helped develop laws to help the poor and 
changes to religion. 

 Secretary of State, Privy councillor, and 
‘Spymaster’

 One of Elizabeth’s closest advisors from 
1573-1590. 

 Controlled a network of spies that gave 
information to Elizabeth. 

 Helped increase England’s power at sea 
and dealt with rival countries. 

 Played a key role in the execution of Mary 
Queen of Scots. 

4. Elizabeth’s relationship with Parliament

 Parliament in Elizabethan times was less powerful than it is today. It had no Prime Minister and 
Members of Parliament (MPs) were men who had been selected by wealthy landowners.

 Parliament could only meet when Elizabeth called a meeting and would only be allowed to discuss 
issues that were chosen by the Queen. 

 Elizabeth could also prorogue (close) Parliament at any time. In Elizabeth’s 44-year reign, 
Parliament only met 13 times in total. 

 Elizabeth mainly used Parliament to grant her money raised from taxes – this was the income that 
she lived off. To ensure that Parliament would approve giving her money, Elizabeth also made sure 
that her most loyal members of the Privy Council controlled meetings. 

 Elizabeth stopped Parliament talking about her marriage, religion, and the conflict between 
Catholics and Protestants. MPs that didn’t follow these orders, like Peter Wentworth, were 
arrested. 

 Some MPs criticised Elizabeth for giving nobles the right to be the only people making and selling 
goods like wine (known as monopolies). Elizabeth often gave people monopolies in exchange for 
money. When MPs refused to give Elizabeth any more money until she removed monopolies, she 
agreed. This shows that she was prepared to listen to parliament when she needed to. 
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Key ministers in Elizabeth’s court:

Read through these statements and tick the boxes to show whether the information applies 
to Sir William Cecil, Sir Francis Walsingham, or both of them!

Cecil Walsingham Both
He was Secretary of State during Elizabeth’s reign. 
He was Elizabeth’s most trusted advisor. 
He was Elizabeth’s spymaster. 
He helped England develop their power at sea. 
He encouraged Elizabeth to take control of Ireland. 
He was part of Elizabeth’s Privy Council
He played a key role in Mary Queen of Scots’ 
execution. 
He helped develop laws to help the poor. 

Elizabeth’s relationship with parliament:

1. Was Parliament in Elizabethan times more or less powerful than it is today? 

2. When were Parliament allowed to meet during Elizabeth’s reign? 

3. Elizabeth could prorogue Parliament. What does this mean? Use a statistic. 

4. What did Elizabeth mainly use Parliament for? 

5. What did Elizabeth stop Parliament from doing? 

6. Why did some members of Parliament criticise Elizabeth? 

 Using the text on the previous page - answer these quiz questions on key ministers 
in Elizabeth’s court and her relationship with Parliament to check your 
understanding of this section. 

 Do this from memory first, and then look back to fill in the gaps (in red pen). 
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5. The problem of marriage and succession

 As a woman, Elizabeth was put under pressure from parliament to marry. 
 Marriage could create an alliance with another country or win support of a powerful English family, 

produce an heir to the throne, and would prevent Mary Queen of Scots (a Catholic) from ruling 
after Elizabeth’s death. 

 However, marriage could lead to a foreign power taking control of England or force Elizabeth to 
hand power to an English man. 

 There were many men that Elizabeth could have married known as suitors including: 

Robert Dudley Earl of Leicester King Philip II of Spain Francis Duke of Anjou
 Close friend of Elizabeth 

since childhood. 
 Wife died mysteriously.  

Some thought Dudley 
murdered her. 

 A powerful member of 
the Privy Council. 

 Most powerful man in 
the world and controlled 
huge empire. 

 Had been married to 
Elizabeth’s sister Mary I. 

 Catholic – wanted to 
spread Catholicism. 

 Heir to the French 
throne. 

 Catholic. 
 Elizabeth was 46 when 

marriage was suggested. 
 England could fall under 

French control. 

 Remaining unmarried allowed Elizabeth to keep her independence and make her own decisions, 
avoid going through a dangerous childbirth, and avoid a disastrous marriage like her sister Mary 
who married King Philip of Spain but failed to have a child. 

 Elizabeth nearly died of smallpox in 1562 – Parliament worried about the future of England and the 
lack of an heir. Some members of parliament thought it was their duty to find Elizabeth a husband. 

 In 1556 Elizabeth banned parliament discussing her marriage. MP Peter Wentworth argued 
Parliament should have freedom of speech and ignored Elizabeth – he was arrested. 

 Elizabeth never married and was nicknamed the ‘Virgin Queen’.  
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The problems of marriage and succession: 

1. Who put pressure on Elizabeth to marry?

2. State two reasons why marriage would have been positive for Elizabeth and England:

  
  

3. State two reasons why marriage would have been negative for Elizabeth and England:

  
  

4. Elizabeth had many suitors. What does this mean? 

5. For each of these suitors, write a bullet point explaining why Elizabeth did not marry him:

Robert Dudley Earl of Leicester King Philip II of Spain Francis Duke of Anjou

6. Why did refusing to marry help Elizabeth? 

7. Why did Parliament get so worried about the future of England in 1562?

8. What did Elizabeth ban parliament from doing? Did everyone follow this rule?

9. Because she never married, what nickname was Elizabeth given? 

 Using the text on the previous page - answer these quiz questions on the problems 
of marriage and succession to check your understanding of this section. 

 Do this from memory first, and then look back to fill in the gaps (in red pen). 
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6. Essex’s rebellion 1601

 Elizabeth became close friends with the Earl of Essex in her later years as Queen. He was made a 
member of the Privy Council in 1593 and was given a monopoly of sweet wine in England. 

 Essex led a successful attack on the Spanish port of Cadiz and was a hero to the English people.  
 Essex developed a rivalry with Robert Cecil, another of Elizabeth’s close advisers. 
 When Essex got into an argument with Elizabeth, he was sent to stop rebellions in Ireland to prove 

his loyalty to the queen. Essex instead made a peace deal with the Irish leader and knighted his own 
men. He returned to England without permission, so Elizabeth removed his wine monopoly and 
banned him from the royal court. 

 In February 1601 Essex marched on London with 200 followers and took 4 members of the Privy 
Council hostage. He was quickly arrested and accused of treason. 

 Essex was sentenced to death but was allowed a private execution inside the Tower of London 
rather than in front of a crowd. He was beheaded on 25th February 1601. 

The illustration below shows the execution of the Earl of Essex inside the walls of the Tower of London

7. The strength of Elizabeth’s authority at the end of her reign

 By the end of Elizabeth’s reign in 1603 she had proved that a woman could be a successful 
monarch. She was more powerful at the end of her reign than she was at the start. 

 Elizabeth had defended England from the attempted invasion of the Spanish Armada. As a result 
many people believed that God was on her side. 

 Elizabeth had a large network of spies led by Walsingham. People from all classes were paid to give 
information which made it very difficult to plot against the queen. 

 Elizabeth’s religious settlement kept most people happy. 
 Elizabeth was skilled at getting her own way but also made Lord’s and MPs feel powerful. She 

listened to advice from parliament but also made her own decisions. 
 Elizabeth was quick to punish her opponents, torturing and executing rebels. She wasn’t afraid to 

execute powerful people like the Earl of Essex and her cousin Mary Queen of Scots. 
 Most people did not support rebellions. She was liked by the Protestants, and most Catholics 

preferred an English queen rather than a foreign ruler. 
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Essex’s rebellion:

1. What was Elizabeth’s relationship with the Earl of Essex like? 

2. Why was Essex a hero to the English people? 

3. After he was sent to Ireland by Queen Elizabeth, what did Essex do?

4. How did Elizabeth respond when Essex returned from Ireland? 

5. What did Essex do in February 1601? 

6. Where was Essex beheaded? Why do you think he was executed here?

Elizabeth’s authority at the end of her reign:

7. What had Elizabeth proved by the time of her death in 1603? 

8. How had Elizabeth’s spies helped her?

9. Because Elizabeth had defended England from Spain, what did they believe about her?

10. By the end of her reign, what did most Catholics and Protestants think about Elizabeth?

 Using the text on the previous page - answer these quiz questions on Essex’s 
rebellion and the strength of Elizabeth’s authority at the end of her reign to check 
your understanding of this section. 

 Do this from memory first, and then look back to fill in the gaps (in red pen). 
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Part Two: Life in Elizabethan Times

8. A ‘Golden Age’ – living standards and fashion 

 Elizabeth’s reign is often seen as a ‘Golden Age’ of cultural achievement. 
 Elizabethan England was influenced by new Renaissance ideas from Europe. 
 People became more interested in science and explained things with more rational explanations. 

Understanding of the planets and human body improved.
 The printing press meant new ideas could spread more quickly. 
 Schools were set up and English people were better educated.

9. Growing prosperity – the rise of the gentry 

 Elizabethan’s believed in the Great Chain of Being and organised their society according to this 
belief. People were split into classes in the following order: Monarchy, Nobility, Gentry, Peasants.

 Before Elizabeth was queen the nobility (landowners) were the most powerful people in England.
 The gentry were below the nobility. They owned land but did not have titles.  
 The Peasants made up most of the population of England – they were the workers.

 

 The gentry became more rich and powerful during Elizabethan times. Many became wealthy 
through trade and exploration. 

 The gentry showed off their new wealth by spending money on impressive new clothes, art, and 
going to the theatre. 

 During the Great Rebuilding grand houses were built by the gentry to show off their wealth:
 New houses were built (Hardwick Hall) and old houses were rebuilt (Little Moreton Hall) 
 Houses were built in Renaissance style with Ancient Greek or Roman features. 
 Houses had fashionable features like chimneys, oak panelling, plasterwork ceilings, and lots 

of very expensive glass. 
 Elizabeth regularly went on progresses where she travelled around England and stayed with 

members of the nobility and gentry in their grand houses. 
 The nobility and gentry would put portraits of Elizabeth in their houses to show their 

loyalty to the queen. They hoped to gain celebrity status from Elizabeth’s visit to their 
home. 

God

Angels

Monarchy

Nobility

Gentry

Peasants
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A Golden Age – living standards and fashion

1. What was Elizabethan England influenced by in the 1500s? 

2. What did people become more interested in during Elizabeth’s reign? 

3. What impact did the printing press and creation of schools have on England? 

Growing Prosperity – the rise of the gentry

4. What was the ‘Great Chain of Being’? 

5. In Elizabethan times, people were split into classes. Add one detail about each class 
below:

 Nobility:
 Gentry:
 Peasants:

6. What happened to the gentry during Elizabethan times? 

7. How did the gentry show off their wealth? 

8. What was the Great Rebuilding?

9. Describe the style of houses built during this time:

10. What was a progress? 

 Using the text on the previous page - answer these quiz questions on The Golden 
Age and the prosperity of the gentry to check your understanding of this section. 

 Do this from memory first, and then look back to fill in the gaps (in red pen) . 
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10. Achievements of the Elizabethan theatre and attitudes towards it. 

 All classes of people could visit the theatre in Elizabethan times. 
 Although Elizabeth never went to the theatre, actors were invited to perform at her court. 
 The theatre was the only form of mass media – Elizabeth’s government censored the plays that 

were performed to make sure they portrayed Elizabeth positively. 
 Audiences demanded new plays which made playwrights like William Shakespeare successful.  
 Plays were performed by companies of actors who were named after patrons who paid their wages 

and funded the building of theatres such as the Globe in London. 
 Patrons of a theatre company would try to please the queen with their plays. 
 The most famous people in Elizabethan theatres were:

 William Shakespeare – the main writer for the Lord Chamberlain’s Men, wrote 38 plays 
known as comedies, histories, and tragedies. 

 Richard Burbage – A famous actor and the leading member of the Lord Chamberlain’s Men. 
He owned a theatre and starred in many of Shakespeare’s plays. 

 Many new theatres were built during Elizabeth’s reign and were very popular. Performances 
started at 3pm and continued into the evening. 

 Ticket prices depended on where you sat:
 The poorer people, like peasants, paid less and stood in the pit around the stage. 
 Seats that were on the upper floors were more expensive, usually used by the gentry. 
 The most important people, like members of the nobility could pay for the most expensive 

seats above the stage and could be seen by everyone in the audience. 

These images below show you what the Globe Theatre in London would have looked like. 

Opposition to the theatre

 Some people saw the theatre as places of sin where drinking, crime, and bad behaviour took place.
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 Religious groups like the Puritans wanted the theatres to be closed and said that people should 
spend their free time studying the bible. 

 Shakespeare’s plays included murder, jealousy, and suicide. These were all considered sins. 
 Elizabeth enjoyed the theatre which made it very popular with most people. 

Achievements of the Elizabethan theatre

1. Who went to the theatre in Elizabethan times? 

2. How did Elizabeth’s government control the plays at the theatre? 

3. What were companies and patrons? 

 Companies: ………………………………………………………………………………………………
 Patrons: …………………………………………………………………………………………………..

4. Who were the most famous people in Elizabethan theatres? Add one detail about each:

  
  

5. Annotate the photograph to show where different classes of people sat in the theatre:

 

6. Why did some people see the theatre as places of sin?

7. Why did the Puritans want theatres to be closed? 

 Using the text on the previous page - answer these quiz questions on the 
Elizabethan theatre and opposition to check your understanding of this section. 

 Do this from memory first, and then look back to fill in the gaps. 
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8. Why did the theatre remain popular with people? 

11. Reasons for increases in poverty

 When Elizabeth became queen there were many people living in poverty. 
 Poverty had increased in England for several reasons including:

 Henry VIII stopped nobles having their own retinues (private army) which meant soldiers 
lost their jobs. 

 He also closed all of England’s monasteries in the 1530s leaving monks and nuns without 
work. This was known as the Dissolution of the Monasteries. 

  He also debased coins by making them out of cheaper metals which damaged trade with 
other countries. 

 Flu killed 200,000 farmers in 1566 leading to food shortages. 
 Bad harvests in 1594 and 1598 led to food shortages and starvation.
 Farmers started to keep livestock like cows and sheep instead of growing food known as 

land enclosure. Less workers were needed which caused unemployment. 
 Many people left rural areas and moved to cities to find work. 

The population rose from 2.8 to 4 million. There were not enough jobs to go around and landlords 
increased rent prices (known as rack-renting).

12. Attitudes towards poverty

 Elizabethan society was split into classes based on the Great Chain of Being. 
 Nobles and Gentry believed that they were better than the poorer peasants. 
 Wealthy people were expected to help the poor in the same way that God looks after his people.
 Poor people were split into two categories:

 The Deserving Poor – people who wanted to work but were unable to due to a lack of jobs, 
disability, or illness. 

 The Undeserving Poor (also known as the Idle Poor) – people who had no interest in 
working and relied on begging. They were seen as untrustworthy and lazy. 

 The Deserving Poor were helped with Alms-houses (accommodation) in places like Croydon, 
London. Wealthier people gave money to charity to help the Deserving Poor. 

When Henry closed all the 
monasteries in the 1530s 

they were left in ruins. 
Remember from our study 
of medicine, monasteries 

were places where the poor 
went to be treated for 
illness. They now had 

nowhere to go!
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 Before Elizabeth became queen there was little sympathy for the poor, but this changed during 
Elizabeth’s reign.

Reasons for increases in poverty

1. List the three things Henry VIII did that caused poverty to increase in England. 

  
  
  

2. What happened in 1566? 

3. What happened in 1594 and 1598? 

4. What did farmers start to do that meant they needed less workers? 

5. What did many people from rural areas do? 

6. What happened to the population of England? Why did this lead to poverty? 

Attitudes towards poverty

7. What did the Nobles and Gentry think about the peasants? 

8. What were wealthy people expected to do? 

9. Complete the table to show the two categories of por people? 

The Deserving Poor The Undeserving Poor

 Using the text on the previous page - answer these quiz questions on Elizabeth’s 
family and background, and court life to check your understanding of this section. 

 Do this from memory first, and then look back to fill in the gaps (in red pen). 
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10. How were the Deserving Poor helped? 

13. Government reaction to poverty

 Before Elizabeth became queen, the government did not help poor people. Poor Laws were used to 
stop people begging:

 1495 – Beggars were put in stocks (chained up) and sent back to their home village. 
 1531 – Some poor people were given a license to beg. If they begged without a license they 

were whipped. If caught again they had a hole burned in their ear. If caught for a third time 
they were hanged. 

 Elizabeth got rid of some poor laws because they were harsh but kept some. 
 Different places treated poor people differently; in York beggars that didn’t find work were sent to 

the House of Correction (a type of prison). In Ipswich a hospital was set up to help sick people that 
couldn’t afford treatment and training was given to children so that they could work. 

 1576 – The ‘Act for setting the poor on work’ asked local councils to find jobs for poor people. 
 1601 – The Poor Law was introduced. Wealthy people were taxed to pay for the care of the poor 

and the sick. The law planned to:
 Provide food and housing for sick and old people (the helpless poor) 
 Provide jobs for people that were able to work (the able bodied poor), and pay them with 

food, drink, and a place to stay. 
 Punish people who refused to work (the idle poor) by whipping or sending them to the 

House of Correction. 
 The Poor Law showed that the attitude of the government had changed and accepted that the poor 

should be helped rather than punished. 
 The Poor Law helped people in the areas where the law was followed. 
 Some places argued about who was responsible for poor people and ended up sending poor people 

from one place to another without helping them. 

This woodcut made in 
1536 when Henry VIII 

was king shows a 
vagabond (poor person) 
being captured, dragged 
through the streets, and 

whipped. 
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Government reaction to poverty

1. Fill the gaps to explain how the poor were treated before Elizabeth became queen:

Before Elizabeth became queen, the ____________ did not help poor people.

 _____ _____ were used to stop people begging. From 1495, ________ were put in _______ 
(chained up) and sent back to their _______ village. From 1531 some poor people were 
given a ________ to beg. If they begged ____________ a license, they were __________. If 
caught again they had a _________ burned in their _________. If caught for a _______ 
time they were ____________. 

2. What did Elizabeth do with the some of the por laws when she became queen?

3. How were poor people treated in the following places:

 York:
 Ipswich:

4. What did the Act for setting the poor on work of 1576 do? 

5. What did the 1601 Poor Law do? 

6. What did the 1601 Poor Law show about the government? 

7. Where did the Poor Law help people? 

8. What did some places argue about the poor?

 Using the text on the previous page - answer these quiz questions on the 
government reaction to poverty to check your understanding of this section. 

 Do this from memory first, and then look back to fill in the gaps (in red pen). 
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9. What happened to the poor people in these places? 

14. English sailors (Hawkins and Drake)

 Elizabeth’s reign was a time of global exploration. 
 England and Spain competed to claim new lands for their growing empires in the 1500s. 
 Elizabeth gave licenses to sailors to attack and steal from enemy ships (usually Spanish) who would 

bring the goods home and share these with the Queen. These sailors were called privateers. 

 The voyages of two key sailors led to a new understanding of the world:

Sir Francis Drake Sir John Hawkins
 Circumnavigated (sailed around) the 

world between 1577-80
 Attacked Spanish ships bringing gold back 

to England. He was nicknamed ‘El Draque’ 
(The Dragon) by the Spanish. 

 He was a key leader in the defeat of the 
Spanish Armada in 1588.

 Drake’s cousin. 
 In charge of the English Navy.
 A trusted member of the Privy Council. 
 Started England’s involvement in the Slave 

Trade in 1562. 

16. Voyages and trade

 Before Elizabeth was queen England mostly traded with European countries. 
 Elizabeth wanted to expand trade around the world, especially the Far East (India & China) where 

new goods and spices could be found. 
 Elizabeth gave companies a monopoly of key areas – they were the only company allowed to trade 

in certain parts of the world. 
 New technology allowed ships to sail safely across the world:

 Lateen Sail – made ships faster and the Astrolabe improved navigation. 

Global Trade

 During Elizabeth’s reign, trade was set up or increased in these areas:
 Russia & Eastern Europe: 1555 the Muscovy Company was set up to trade in Russia. 
 Africa and America: 1564 - Drake and Hawkins took 200 Africans as slaves and sold them in 

America. Many more English traders became involved in the Slave Trade. 
 China: 1576-78 Sir Martin Frobisher tried to find a trade route to China but failed three 

times. 
 India: 1582 Ralph Fitch was sent to India to set up trade links. 1600 the East India Company 

was set up and brought spices, silks, and porcelain back to England. 
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Impact of trade on England
 Drake and Hawkins helped make England rich by trading goods and slaves. 
 Trading companies helped create the British Empire. 
 English ships proved that they could compete against the Spanish and Portuguese Navy. 

English Sailors

1. What did both England and Spain do in the 1500s? 

2. What did Elizabeth give to some sailors, and what were these sailors called? 

3. What did Sir Francis Drake do between 1577 and 1580? 

4. What was Drake nicknamed by the Spanish? Why do you think they gave him this 
nickname? 

5. Who was John Hawkins? Give two details about him below:

  
  

Voyages of trade

6. What did Elizabeth want to do with trade during her reign? 

7. Elizabeth gave monopolies to some companies. What did this mean? 

8. Give examples of two new technologies that made sailing safer and quicker:

  
  

9. Complete the table below to show how English trade expanded in different places: 

Russia & Eastern Europe Africa/America China India

 Using the text on the previous page - answer these quiz questions on English 
sailors, voyages, and trade to check your understanding of this section. 

 Do this from memory first, and then look back to fill in the gaps (in red pen). 
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1555 – Muscovy 
company set up to trade 
in Russia. 

17. The role of Sir Walter Raleigh

Exploration

 Late in her reign Elizabeth asked sailors to colonise (take control of) any land not already ruled by a 
Christian. 

 1584 - Sir Walter Raleigh was sent to colonise land in America and give one fifth of any money he 
made back to Elizabeth. 

 1585 – Raleigh set up a colony in North America and named it ‘Virginia’ after Elizabeth who was 
known as the Virgin Queen. 

 Raleigh also sent men to set up a colony in Roanoke, North America. 
 1585 – The first settlement was made but was soon abandoned. 
 1587 – A settlement was set up by John White who left men in Roanoke and returned to 

England. When White came back to Roanoke his men had disappeared and the name of a 
local tribe (Croatoan) was carved into a tree. 

Banishment

 1591 – Raleigh secretly married one of Elizabeth’s ladies in waiting. Elizabeth found out Raleigh was 
banished (kicked out) from the royal court.  

 Raleigh tried to prove his loyalty to Elizabeth:
 1595 – Raleigh sailed to South America looking for the legendary city of gold (‘El Dorado’)
 1596 – Raleigh took part in attacking the Spanish city of Cadiz and brought a lot of money 

back to England. 
 Raleigh regained Elizabeth’s trust and was one of Elizabeth’s favourites when she died in 1603. 

This is a modern 
illustration imagining 
what it would have 

looked like when Walter 
Raleigh first landed in 

America on land he later 
named Virginia in 
honour of Queen 

Elizabeth. 
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The role of Sir Walter Raleigh

1. When she was getting older, what did Elizabeth ask sailors to do? 

2. What was Sir Walter Raleigh sent to do in 1584? 

3. What did Raleigh do in North America in 1585? 

4. What happened to the first settlement in the colony of Roanoke in North America? 

5. What happened to the second settlement in the colony of Roanoke in North America? 

6. What do you think happened to White’s men? 

7. Why did Elizabeth banish Raleigh in 1591? 

8. How did Raleigh try to prove his loyalty to Elizabeth? 

  
  

9. By the time Elizabeth died, what was Raleigh’s relationship like with Queen Elizabeth? 

 Using the text on the previous page - answer these quiz questions on Sir Walter 
Raleigh to check your understanding of this section. 

 Do this from memory first, and then look back to fill in the gaps (in red pen). 
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Part Three: Troubles at home and abroad

18. Changing religion in England

 Under other Tudor kings and queens, the religion of England had changed repeatedly leading to 
religious tension between Catholics and Protestants:

 Henry VIII (Elizabeth’s father) – closed the Catholic Church (known as the dissolution of the 
monasteries) and made England Protestant. 

 Edward VI (Elizabeth’s brother) – introduced the Book of Common Prayer. England 
continued to be Protestant. 

 Mary I (Elizabeth’s sister) – Made England Catholic again and burned 300 Protestants to 
death who refused to convert. 

 Elizabeth was raised as a Protestant but wanted to find a way to reach a compromise with Catholics 
in order to bring peace to England. 

 1559 – Elizabeth passed two laws that became known as the Religious Settlement:
 Act of Supremacy – Said that the Pope was not in charge of the Church of England. Elizabeth 

declared that she was the governor of the Church. 
 Act of Uniformity – Made attendance at church services compulsory. Catholics had to 

attend but could practice their faith in their own homes. The Bible and church services were 
in English so all could understand.

19. English Catholicism and Protestantism

 The Catholic and Protestant faiths are both denominations of Christianity. 
 Catholics and Protestants have different beliefs which caused them to disagree:

Catholic beliefs Shared beliefs Protestant beliefs
 Pope = head of church. 
 Bible & services in Latin. 
 Priests do not marry. 
 Churches decorated with 

stained glass & gold. 
 People connect to God 

through priests.  

 Priests help people 
connect with God. 

 God created the World. 
 Jesus = God’s son. 
 People should admit their 

sins or face punishment.  

 Monarch = head of church. 
 Bible & services in English. 
 Priests can marry. 
 Churches kept simple with no 

decoration. 
 People connect to God 

through prayer. 

Look at the difference in the appearance of the Catholic and Protestant churches. 
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Changing religion in England

1. What did the changes to England’s religion lead to? 

2. Fill the gaps to explain the changing religion of England before Elizabeth became Queen:

Elizabeth’s ________ Henry VIII closed the _________ _______ and made England a 
___________ country. His son Edward VI (Elizabeth’s ________) introduced the _______ of 
__________ prayer. England continued to be ____________. _________ (Elizabeth’s sister) 
made England ___________ again, and ________ 300 Protestants to death who refused to 
________. 

Brother        Father      Convert      Common    Catholic      Church         Book         Catholic    
Protestant          Mary I        Burned

3. Although Elizabeth was raised as a Protestant, what did she want to find?

4. What were the two laws passed by Elizabeth in 1559 known as? 

5. Write a short summary of each of the following laws signed by Elizabeth in 1559:

The Act of Supremacy: 

The Act of Uniformity: 

English Catholicism and Protestantism

Read through each statement. Write T if it is true or F if it is false. 

“Catholics believe that the Pope is the head of the Church” 
“Protestants believe that the Bible and Church services should be in Latin.”
“Both Protestants and Catholics believe that God created the World.” 
“In the Catholic faith, Churches are kept simple with no decoration.” 
“In the Protestant faith Priests are allowed to have a wife.” 
“Both Protestants and Catholics believe that people should admit their sins of face punishment.” 

 Using the text on the previous page - answer these quiz questions on changing 
religion in England and Catholicism and Protestantism to check your understanding 
of this section. 

 Do this from memory first, and then look back to fill in the gaps (in red pen). 
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“Catholics Churches are decorated with stained glass & gold.”
“Protestants believe that people connect to God through prayer.” 

20. The Northern Rebellion

 The North of England remained strongly Catholic. 
 The Earl of Northumberland and Earl of Westmoreland were unhappy with the religious 

settlement and planned to free Mary Queen of Scots, overthrow Elizabeth and make Mary Queen 
with the Duke of Norfolk as her husband. England would become Catholic again. 

 1569 - 5000 rebels held an illegal Catholic mass at Durham Cathedral then marched south. They 
hoped for help from Catholic leaders in Europe, but this never happened. 

 The Earl of Sussex led an army against the Northern rebels who quickly retreated. 
 Elizabeth removed land from Northern rebels. The Earl of Northumberland and 500 rebels were 

executed. 
 Elizabeth put the Duke of Norfolk (her cousin) in prison. He was released in 1570.  

21. Elizabeth’s excommunication

 The religious settlement was unpopular with Catholics who believed that the Pope in Rome was 
the head of the church, not Elizabeth. 

 1570 – Elizabeth was excommunicated (kicked out) from the Catholic Church by Pope Pius V. 
 In his Papal Bull (special message) he called on all Catholics to kill Elizabeth. 

The images below show a portrait of Pope Pius V (the head of the Catholic Church) and his 
special message called a ‘Papal Bull’ from 1570 that said Elizabeth was excommunicated 
from the Catholic Church. 
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The Northern Rebellion

1. Which part of England remained strongly Catholic under Elizabeth? 

2. Why was the Earl of Northumberland and Earl of Westmoreland unhappy? 

3. What did Northumberland and Westmoreland plan to do?

4. What did 5000 rebels do in 1569? 

5. How did the Earl of Sussex help to stop the rebellion?

6. How did Elizabeth punish the rebels? 

7. What happened to the Duke of Norfolk? Why do you think Elizabeth did this? 

Elizabeth’s Excommunication

8. Why was the religious settlement unpopular with the Catholics? 

9. What happened to Elizabeth in 1570? 

10. What was Pope Pius V special message called and what did it ask Catholics to do?

 Using the text on the previous page - answer these quiz questions on The Northern 
Rebellion and Elizabeth’s excommunication to check your understanding of this 
section. 

 Do this from memory first, and then look back to fill in the gaps (in red pen). 
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22. Catholic plots and the threats to the Religious Settlement

 Plots against Elizabeth increased after she was excommunicated in 1570. 
 Many Catholics believed Mary Queen of Scots to be the rightful Queen of England and started to 

support attempts to make her Queen. 
 Although there was evidence that Mary was involved in these plots, Elizabeth resisted refused to 

have her executed despite pressure from parliament. 

1571: The Ridolfi Plot

 Catholic banker Roberto Ridolfi planned with the Duke of Norfolk to lead a rebellion in England at 
the same time as an invasion from Spain. 

 Ridolfi and Norfolk planned to murder Queen Elizabeth and replace her with Mary Queen of Scots, 
who would marry Norfolk. 

 Francis Walsingham’s spy network found out about the plot before anything happened. 
 The Duke of Norfolk was executed. Ridolfi left England before he could be arrested. 

1583: The Throckmorton Plot

 Young Catholic Francis Throckmorton planned a rebellion in England with the support of French 
soldiers, Jesuit priests, and English Catholics. 

The Duke of Norfolk was involved in the 
Northern Rebellion of 1569. Elizabeth 

showed him mercy because he was her 
cousin. 

When Elizabeth found that he had also 
been involved in the Ridolfi Plot she did 
not give him any more chances and had 

him executed.
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 The rebels planned to kill Elizabeth and make Mary Queen of Scots the Queen of England. 
 Walsingham’s spies found out and arrested Throckmorton who was tortured and confessed that 

France and Spain were both involved. 
 Throckmorton was executed and Elizabeth forced all Spanish ambassadors to leave England.

Catholic plots and the threats to the Religious Settlement

1. What started to increase after Elizabeth was excommunicated in 1570? 

2. Why did many Catholics support Mary Queen of Scots? 

3. What was Elizabeth reluctant to do to Mary despite the evidence against her? 

The Ridolfi Plot

4. Who were the key people involved in this plot? 

5. What did they plan to do? 

6. When did Francis Walsingham’s spies find out about this plot? 

7. What happened to the key people involved in the plot? 

The Throckmorton Plot

8. Who were the key people involved in this plot? 

9. What did they plan to do? 

10. What happened when Walsingham’s spies found out about the plot?

 Using the text on the previous page - answer these quiz questions on Catholic plots 
and the threats to the Religious Settlement to check your understanding of this 
section. 

 Do this from memory first, and then look back to fill in the gaps (in red pen). 
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11. What happened to Francis Throckmorton?

23. Elizabeth and her government’s response to the Catholic threat. 

 Elizabeth treated the Catholics more harshly as the plots against her increased. Her attitude 
towards Catholics changed dramatically in the 1580s:

 1571 – Elizabeth introduced recusancy fines for Catholics not attending church services and it 
became illegal for Catholics to own religious items like rosary beads. 

 1581 – Recusancy fines increased to £20 per month – this was very expensive. Converting to 
Catholicism was made an act of high treason (crime against the country). 

 1585 – A law said that anyone who had been ordained (made into a Catholic priest) had committed 
treason. All existing priests had 40 days to leave England. 

 1593 – The Statute of Confinement stopped Catholics travelling more than 5 miles from their home 
without permission. 

24. The Puritans

 Protestants that did not want to compromise with Catholics and disliked the religious settlement 
were called Puritans because they wanted Catholicism removed from England. 

 Privy Council members Francis Walsingham & Robert Dudley were both Puritans. 
 By 1568 most Puritans obeyed the religious settlement. A small group of Protestants called 

Presbyterians continued to argue against the religious compromise:
 Archbishop Edmund Grindal (head of the church) was sacked because he refused to stop 

Puritan meetings called Prophesyings. 
 John Stubbs published a leaflet that criticised Elizabeth. His hand was cut off in 1579. 
 Robert Browne set up a separatist (separate church) in 1580. He was arrested and released. 
 A second separatist church was set up in 1592 by Henry Barrow and John Greenwood who 

were both arrested and executed. 
 Elizabeth appointed John Whitgift as the new Archbishop who helped Elizabeth to stop the threat 

of Puritanism and bring in new laws:
 Puritans could not preach in public and were given recusancy fines. 
 Puritans who didn’t follow laws could be fined. 
 Puritans who criticised Elizabeth could be severely punished. 

 Walsingham and Dudley had both died by 1590 – after this Elizabeth was harsh to Puritans. By the 
end of her reign Puritanism had lost support. 

Elizabeth became less tolerant towards the 
Puritans during her reign. 

This illustration shows John Stubbs having his 
hand cut off after he was caught giving out 

leaflets that criticised Elizabeth. 

Other Puritans were executed by hanging. 
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Elizabeth and her government’s response to the Catholic threat

1. How did Elizabeth’s treatment towards Catholics change as the plots increased? 

2. Fill the gaps to complete the timeline of laws against the Catholics: 

1571 – Elizabeth introduced ________ ________ for Catholics not ________ church services. It became 
________ for Catholics to own religious items like ________ ________. 

1581 - ________ _______ increased to ____ per month – this was _______ expensive. Converting to 
__________ was made an act of ______ _______ (crime against the country) 

1585 – A law said that anyone who had been _______ (made into a Catholic _______) had committed 
treason. All existing ______ had to _________ England. 

1593 – The ___________ of ____________ stopped Catholics travelling more than ___ ________ from 
their home without _______________. 

The Puritans

3. Who were the Puritans? 

4. Which two important Privy Council members were both Puritans? 

5. Who were the Presbyterians?

6. What happened to Archbishop Grindal when he refused to ban Puritan meetings?

7. Give an example of a punishment Elizabeth gave to Puritans who disobeyed the religious 
settlement: 

8. Elizabeth worked with new Archbishop Whitgift to bring in new laws. What were they:

 Using the text on the previous page - answer these quiz questions on Elizabeth and 
her government’s response to the Catholic threat and The Puritans to check your 
understanding of this section. 

 Do this from memory first, and then look back to fill in the gaps (in red pen). 
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25. Mary Queen of Scots background

 Mary was Elizabeth’s cousin and seen by some as the rightful heir to the throne of England. 
 Mary was a Catholic. She had been Queen of Scotland, then became Queen of France too after 

marrying the French King. Mary moved to live with the French King in France. 
 Whilst Mary was Queen of France, Scotland became Protestant. 
 When the King of France died, Mary returned to Scotland and was unpopular with the people. She 

married Lord Darnley, a violent drunk, and had a son with him, James. 
 Lord Darnley was murdered. Mary married the man who was suspected of murdering Darnley. The 

people of Scotland forced Mary to abdicate (give up being queen). James became King of Scotland.
 In fear for her life, Mary fled to England in 1568 and hoped Elizabeth would help her. 

26. The treatment of Mary QoS by Elizabeth and Parliament

 Protestants were worried when Mary came to England. Elizabeth’s sister Mary I had killed 300 
Protestants when she was queen. They worried that Mary Queen of Scots might do the same if she 
became Queen. 

 Parliament saw Mary as a threat to national security and wanted her to be executed. 
 Elizabeth did not want to kill her cousin who was also a queen, so put Mary in prison for 19 years in 

stately homes (mansions) around England. Mary was closely guarded but lived a life of luxury. 
 Mary asked to meet with Elizabeth many times, but Elizabeth refused. 

27. The Babington Plot

 By 1585 Mary was in prison in Chartley Hall and was becoming desperate. 
 Mary exchanged coded letters hidden in beer barrels with French Ambassador Anthony Babington. 

They made a plan where Mary would be freed from prison, Elizabeth would be murdered, Mary 
would become Queen, and Spain would support them by invading England. 

This illustration shows Mary Queen of Scots 
arriving in England in 1568. 

Many Catholics in England believed that she 
was the rightful queen. This was dangerous 
for Elizabeth, who had Mary imprisoned for 

19 years. 
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 Mary’s letters were discovered by one of her servants who was working as a spy for Walsingham.
 Walsingham let Mary carry on sending letters. Once Walsingham had proof that Mary was plotting 

against Elizabeth she was put on trial.

Mary Queen of Scots background

1. Who was Mary Queen of Scots and what religion was she? 

2. Fill the gaps to explain the story of Mary Queen of Scots’ early life:

Mary had been the Queen of ________ then became the Queen of France as well after she 
married the ______ King. Mary moved to live in ________. 

Whilst Mary was living in France, Scotland became _________. When the French King 
______, Mary returned to Scotland where she was _________ with the people. She married 
______ _________, who was a violent drunk, and had a son with him called __________. 

Lord Darnley was __________. Mary then _________ the man who was suspected of 
murdering Darnley. The people of Scotland forced Mary to _________ (give up being 
queen). _________ became the King of Scotland. 

In fear for her _____, Mary fled to _________ in 1568 and hoped ________ would help her. 

The treatment of Mary Queen of Scots by Elizabeth and Parliament

3. Why were the Protestants worried when Mary came to England? 

4. What did Parliament think about Mary? 

5. Elizabeth did not want to kill Mary. What did she do instead? 

The Babington Plot

6. Who did Mary send secret messages to and what did the messages say? 

8. Who discovered these secret messages? 

 Using the text on the previous page - answer these quiz questions on Mary Queen 
of Scots background  and the treatment of Mary Queen of Scots by Elizabeth and 
Parliament to check your understanding of this section. 

 Do this from memory first, and then look back to fill in the gaps (in red pen). 
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9. What happened to Mary Queen of Scots once Walsingham had evidence that she was 
plotting against Elizabeth? 

28. The trial and execution of Mary QoS and its impact

Mary’s Trial

 Elizabeth was against Mary’s trial and worried about committing regicide (killing a monarch). 
 Parliament put pressure on Elizabeth and the trial eventually began in October 1586. 

 Mary was put on trial before 36 noblemen including Puritans Walsingham and Cecil. 
 Mary argued that as a queen she could not be guilty of treason. 
 Mary was found guilty and sentenced to death. 
 Elizabeth didn’t want to but eventually signed Mary’s death warrant. 
 Mary was executed in February 1587. 

This illustration shows the execution of Mary Queen of Scots on February 8th 1587

Impact of Execution

 Mary’s son James, the King of Scotland, became the heir to the English throne. 
 The execution made Mary a martyr (someone who dies for their religion) for Catholics. 
 French and Spanish kings were angry. By 1588 Spain had declared war on England and sent the 

Spanish Armada to invade England. 
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The trial and execution of Mary Queen of Scots and its impact

Mary’s trial

1. Elizabeth didn’t support Mary’s trial and worried about committing regicide. What does 
this mean? 

2. Who pressurised Elizabeth to put Mary on trial, and when did the trial begin? 

3. Which key Puritans were part of Mary’s trial?

4. What was Mary’s sentence at the end of the trial?  

5. When was Mary executed? 

Impact of execution

6. Who became the heir to the English throne after Mary’s execution? 

7. What did the execution make Mary? 

8. Which two Catholic kings were particularly angry about Mary’s execution? 

9. By 1588, what did Spain do? 

 Using the text on the previous page - answer these quiz questions on The trial and 
execution of Mary Queen of Scots to check your understanding of this section. 

 Do this from memory first, and then look back to fill in the gaps (in red pen). 
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29. Reasons conflict with Spain.

 The King of Spain, Philip II, was the most powerful man in the world and a Catholic. 
 Philip had been married to Elizabeth’s sister Mary I. When she died, Philip asked Elizabeth to marry 

him. Elizabeth did not formally reject Philip’s proposal, but did not accept his offer.  
 Over the coming years the relationship between England and Spain got worse because: 

 Elizabeth was excommunicated in 1570 and became the enemy of all Catholics. 
 Elizabeth supported privateers who attacked Spanish ships. 
 The Spanish controlled the Netherlands. When Protestants rebelled Elizabeth sent them 

money, protected the Sea Beggars (Protestant ships), and sent soldiers to fight with them. 
 Elizabeth executed Mary Queen of Scots in 1587. 

 In 1588 Phillip declared war on England and gathered a fleet of ships known as the Armada. 

30. Naval warfare (tactics and technology)

 Before 1500 ships were used mainly to transport goods. In times of war, ships sailed alongside each 
other and soldiers fought each other on deck, just like they would have done on land. 

 When Henry VIII was king, he spent a lot of money improving England’s navy (ships). 
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 New ships were designed to be able to fight at sea. They benefited from new technology like the 
astrolabe, lateen sail, and better cannons. 

Reasons for conflict with Spain

1. Who was Philip II?

2. Philip II wanted to marry Elizabeth. Who had he previously been married to?

3. How did Elizabeth respond to Philip’s proposal to marry? 

4. Fill the gaps to explain why the relationship between England and Spain got worse. 

In ________ Elizabeth was _________ by the Pope and became the _______ of all Catholics. 
Elizabeth also supported _________ who ________ Spanish ships. The Spanish controlled 
the _________, and when the Protestants rebelled against Spain, Elizabeth sent them 
________, protected the _____ ________ (Protestant ships) and sent _______ to fight with 
them. Elizabeth executed ______ ______ of _______ in 1587. In _______ Philip declared 
_____ on England and gathered a ______ of ships known as the ____________. 

Naval Warfare

5. Before 1500, what were ships mainly used for? 

6. In times of war, how did ships usually fight? 

7. When Henry VIII was King of England, what did he do with England’s navy? 

8. What were new ships designed to be able to do?

9. Name three new technologies that made ships faster and easier to navigate:

 Using the text on the previous page - answer these quiz questions on reasons for 
conflict with Spain and naval warfare to check your understanding of this section. 

 Do this from memory first, and then look back to fill in the gaps (in red pen). 
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31. Key events of the Spanish Armada’s attempts to invade England

 Phillip’s Armada of 151 ships was commanded by the Duke of Medina Sidonia who was very 
inexperienced. 

 Philip’s planned that the Armada would:
 Sail to Calais (At that time part of the Netherlands) and collect 30,000 Spanish soldiers. 
 Take the soldiers across the English Channel where the soldiers would march to London, kill 

Elizabeth, and take England for Spain and Catholicism. 
 The Armada took 18,000 soldiers and weapons to be used to invade England. Heavy cannons for 

knocking down city walls made the Spanish ships very heavy. 

Key events: 

 May 1588 – 151 Spanish ships began the journey to England. Some ships were damaged by storms. 
The Armada eventually reaches England in July. When the Armada is spotted, beacons (fires) were 
lit along the coast to spread the message. 

 6th August – The Armada was chased by English ships to Calais where they were supposed to pick up 
the Duke of Parma and his army. Parma was not there. 

 7th August - That night the English ships, led by Sir Francis Drake attacked the Armada by surprise. 
Fire Ships break the Armada’s crescent formation. 

 8th August – English ships fired at the Armada from 100m away at the Battle of Gravelines. The 
Spanish ships were too slow to get close enough to the fast English ships. 

 9th August – Strong winds forced Medina Sidonia to sail his ships home around the coast of Scotland 
and Ireland. With no maps many ships were wrecked. 

This map shows the route that the Armada took in 
1588 including their journey back to Spain around 

Scotland and Ireland. 

The image below shows the chaos caused by the 
English fireships that were sailed into the middle of 
the Spanish Armada on the night of the 6th August 

1588.  
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Key events of the Spanish Armada’s attempts to invade England

1. How many ships made up Philip’s Armada? 

2. Who was the leader of the Armada? Add one detail about him below:

3. Complete the sentences to explain Philip’s plan for the Armada:

The Spanish Armada was supposed to sail to _______ in the Netherlands and collect 30,000 
________ soldiers. The Armada was then supposed to take the soldiers across the ________ 
Channel where they would then march to ________, kill _______, and take England for 
Spain and ______________. 

4. Why were the ships in the Armada so heavy? 

5. How many Spanish ships began the journey to England and what happened to them on 
the way? 

6. When the Armada was spotted, how did the English spread the message? 

7. Where were the Armada chased to by the English ships, and what happened when they 
got there?  

8. On the 7th August, how did the English break the Armada’s crescent formation? 

9. Why couldn’t the Spanish ships damage the English ships at the Battle of Gravelines?

 Using the text on the previous page - answer these quiz questions on the key 
events of the Spanish Armada’s attempts to invade England to check your 
understanding of this section. 

 Do this from memory first, and then look back to fill in the gaps (in red pen). 
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10. Why did Medina Sidonia have to sail the Armada home around Scotland and Ireland?

32. Reasons for the defeat of the Armada. 

 The Spanish Armada failed for five key reasons including:
 Poor Planning – communication between The Duke of Medina Sidonia on the ships, and the 

Duke of Parma in the Netherlands was impossible. The plan to collect Parma’s soldiers never 
happened. 

 Leadership – Medina Sidonia was an inexperienced leader. The English ships were led by 
Lord Howard who was more experienced and took advice from Francis Drake. 

 Ships – The Spanish galleons were full of weapons and soldiers. They were heavy and hard 
to turn. The English ships were much faster and able to keep out of range. 

 Guns – The Spanish used cannons that only fired a short distance. Their weapons came from 
across Europe and some cannonballs didn’t fit in the cannons! Spanish cannons were also 
slow to load. English ships used long range culverin cannons which could be quickly 
reloaded. The English fired broadsides (when all cannons shoot at the same time. 

 Weather – Storms damaged the Spanish ships on their way to England, then strong winds 
blew the Spanish north on their way home, wrecking many ships. 

33. Consequences of the defeat of the Armada

 England’s defeat of the Armada was a propaganda victory for Queen Elizabeth who proved that a 
female monarch could defend her country against a powerful nation like Spain. 

 Elizabeth believed that the victory showed that God was on her side. The strong winds that blew 
the Armada north became known as the Protestant wind. 

 England had proved that it was very powerful at sea – Elizabeth continued to build more war ships 
to ensure that England would be well defended if the Spanish (or any other nation) attacked. 

 King Philip II of Spain lost support – he wanted to build a second Armada, but the Spanish people 
were against this idea. 

 England became a more united country – support for Elizabeth increased. Catholics preferred an 
English Queen even if she did not share their religion. They became more loyal to Elizabeth.  

 Elizabeth proved that she was a great leader. Many historians consider her reign as a ‘golden age’. 

 

This painting of Queen 
Elizabeth is known as The 

Armada Portrait. 

It was painted in 1588 after the 
defeat of the Spanish Armada 

(look at the two images behind 
her!) 

There are lots of symbols used 
in the image to show 

Elizabeth’s power, such as her 
hand on a globe
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Reasons for the defeat of the Armada

1. Fill the gaps to complete an explanation of why the Armada failed. 

Firstly, the ________ between the Duke of Medina Sidonia on the ships, and the ______ of 
Parma in the _______ was impossible. The plan to collect Parma’s soldiers _______ 
happened. Medina Sidonia was also an ___________ leader. On the other hand, the English 
ships were led by _____ _______ who was more experienced and took advice from ______ 
_______. 

The Spanish ________ were also full of ______ and ________ which made them very 
______ and hard to _______. The English ships were much _______ and able to keep out of 
______. The Spanish used _________ that only fired a short distance, and some of their 
cannonballs didn’t even _____ in the cannons! The Spanish cannons were also _____ to 
load. English ships, by contrast, used long range _______ cannons which could be quickly 
reloaded. The English also fired ________ (when all cannons were shot at the same time).

Finally, _____ damaged Spanish ships on their way to England, then strong ______ winds 
blew the Spanish _____ on their way home, ________ many ships. 

Consequences of the defeat of the Armada

2. What had Elizabeth proved by defeating the Armada? 

3. What did Elizabeth believe the victory showed about God? 

4. England proved that it was powerful at sea. What did Elizabeth continue to do after? 

5. What happened to King Philip II of Spain after the Spanish Armada failed? 

6. What happened to the support for England after the Armada failed? 

 Using the text on the previous page - answer these quiz questions on the reasons 
for the defeat of the Armada and the consequences of the defeat of the Armada to 
check your understanding of this section. 

 Do this from memory first, and then look back to fill in the gaps (in red pen). 
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7. What did Elizabeth prove, that led to historians describing her reign as a ‘Golden Age’? 


